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Abstract - GPS systems have revolutionized the way
people and social networks in society interact. As GPS
becomes more ubiquitous in road transportation, energy,
or autonomous delivery drones, there is increasing
opportunity for adversaries and malicious attackers to
exploit GPS infrastructure so as to hijack or damage
position-sensitive systems. We propose the development of
a precise positioning system that can be implemented in
terrestrial metropolitan networks that is also capable of
interference avoidance, hi-jack prevention, and
operational in GPS denied environments. The significant
contribution of this work is the development of cognitive
GPS system that utilizes a novel anti-jamming algorithm to
dynamically allocate signal power so as to avoid
interference. We also propose a resource elements
encryption algorithm to prevent hi-jacking and GPS
spoofing.
Keywords: positioning, 4G, 5G, GPS, interference
avoidance, cyber security, spoofing, jamming, cognitive

1

Introduction

The emergence of wireless systems as inexpensive,
ubiquitous connectivity devices generates an opportunity to
leverage pervasive wireless communications in new ways.
The efficiency of delivering information is directly related
to the spectral efficiency of the communication network. In
many planned cellular networks, fixed geometry constraints
allow relatively easy analysis of spectral efficiency. The
incorporation of newer, more spectrally efficient
communication devices and protocols has become
commonplace. Hence the advent of future 4G Wireless
networks (e.g. LTE-Advanced [1-4]) is directly traceable to
the improved network capacity of the multi-user
OFDMMIMO networks. As new communication networks
emerge, an increasingly important application category
involves proximity-based spatial location information. In
this paper, we hypothesize that future unplanned wireless
networks, harnessing the wide-scale availability of
ubiquitous wireless connectivity, will increasingly benefit
by integrating location position systems to aid with multihop routing protocols [5,6]. Independently, since many
emerging communication protocols have convergently
evolved towards multi-carrier orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (MC-OFDM) [5], we describe new
hybrid concepts involving a conjoining of cooperative
position system estimation and next generation MC-OFDM
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wireless air interfaces. Frequency domain positioning
demonstrate clear advantage capability in anti-jamming
avoidance, MIMO positioning, privacy transmission, and
bandwidth adaptable positioning.

2

Securing GPS Against Adversaries

The terrestrial model illustrated in Figure 1is based
upon a metropolitan area configuration that avoids the use
of satellites. In the case of an adversarial jammers, the
signal power is much less than the interference. The well
known
in dB is presumed negative.
Figure 2 illustrates the three principle innovations for
secure GPS system signaling.
Firstly, timing delay
estimation is based upon frequency domain timing using
OFDM Zadoff-Chu sequences. Secondly, the frequency
domain timing signal are optimally allocated in power and
spectral frequency band to avoid interference. We
maximize signal to noise plus inteference (SNIR) as a
means of optimum interference avoidance in the presence
of noise and fading channels. The interference avoidance
algorithm utlizes a waterfilling algorithm that we discus in
the next section. The interference avoidance in the TX
system locates nulls in adversary jamming signal. The
feedback channel from the receiver system enables the
transmitter to allocate maximum transmit power in the
interference nulls. Thirdly, we propose encrypting a
message authentication signal at the source using RSA
encryption or other suitable methods. The encrypted
authentication message is a BPSK modulate signal with
amplitude combined with the Zadaoff-Chu sequence. The
purpose of authentication is to thwart well known GPSspoofing. In spoofing, the adversary transmits network style
GPS signals that are capable of creating artificial range and
locations estimation in the Rx system. This secure GPS
system is illustrated in Figure 2.

3

System Model for GPS Interference
Avoidance in Ricean Fading

The baseband indicator signal for range estimation is
defined as s(t). The operation framework adopts a Rician
fading channel model, h(t). We communicate with a target
receiver at an unknown Euclidian distance between the
source and receiver , r . It is noted that the family of
Constant Amplitude Zero Auto-Correlation (CAZAC)
sequences forms an important class of signals useful for
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adversary jamming signal and indicates the resource
elements with the highest gain. The information is
conveyed via the feedback channel from the receiver to the
transmit system
QRcd IJ∆. K ≜ QRcd IJ∆. K,
if QRcd IJ∆. K > _`%aij +
b QRcd
(6)

correlation metrics in ranging. The Zadoff-Chu poly phase
sequence of length N (without loss of generality, N even)
[7]-[11] is applied. For
relatively prime to , the
frequency domain Zadoff-Chu sequence of length N is
given by
S k ≜ exp −

!

"#$

%

& k ∈ (− … − 1, (1)
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We set a threshold to Qh , for the power allocation based
upon an optimum water filling gain for each resource
element such that

%

Defining ∆. ≜ / , the cyclic prefix is 12, an FFT of size
0
bins, 3 ≜ ( + 12), and the cyclic prefix time duration
567 = 359 , the time domain sequence with cyclic prefix is
.

sn =
3.1

2` IJ∆. K = u −
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Interference Avoidance in Jamming

To properly take full advantage of the correlation
properties of the Zadoff-Chu sequence [12]-[19], so as to
transmit it in the most efficient manner, we allocate signal
power optimally across bins using water filling [20]. Total
transmit power will imply the total number of bins used for
transmit. The frequency response of the Rician fading
channel is defined as HIJ∆. K, where ∆. is set as the spacing
between the resource elements in the frequency domain. In
our scenarios ∆. = 15 MHN.
With a lost of generality OFDM symbol transmit
power is fixed and the noise and interference are varied to
achieve signal to noise plus interference ratios. We have
selected waterfilling thresholds as a control signal for
allocation of power across the band. We define the received
signal power as OP IJ∆. K. This leads us to express the
signal power gain at the receiver QR IJ∆. K with amplitude
dependent upon the Ricean fading channel gain, the noise
variance and the path loss dependent receiver signal power.
QR IJ∆. K ≜

∗

(SIR∆T K×SIR∆T K )×∑ XYZ [∆T
\IR∆T K]^IR∆T K

(2)

The spectral resource elements in QR greater than one
standard deviation, _`a , from b QR correspond to joint
nulls in interference and high channel gain. With this
finding, QR in dB is
QRcd IJ∆. K = 10efg=h (QR IJ∆. K)
(3)
% )
_`%ij = 10efg=h b(QRcd
− kl`aij m "

l`aij ≜

=

[n

b QRcd =

∑

on

<=

o QRcd IJ∆. K
R>< n

∑ `aij IR∆T K
p

=

=

`a IR∆T K

`n

%

v × 2w, Q ≥ Qh

(7)

This appropriately allocates an optimum number of
resource elements for use, per symbol. The optimum
resource elements to use are selected opportunistically
according to the Ricean channel, the interferer signal, and
noise level. The power allocated per selected resource
element occurs dynamically. The number of available bins
per symbol is defined by the water filling procedure. The
constructed Zadoff-Chu sequence must be segmented into
9 epochs (# of OFDM Symbols) to fit this sequence into
multiple transmitted OFDM symbols. Thus,
J

p/

≜ exp −

!y

"#$

%

& , k ∈ ( 0,1, … Nh − 1 + n9 ×

Nh ), z9 ∈ {0,1, … N9 − 1|, N9 ≜ N= ⁄Nh

(8)

This permits us to transmit a Zadoff-Chu transmit signal
with a large sequence of elements. This provides, at the
receiver, a peak amplitude during the correlation
calculation proportional to the number of elements of the
sequence. Large sequences provide greater advantage in
low SNR and SNIR than short sequences.
Our model of spatial positioning in fading from the
transmitter (Tx) perspective can be written as
Y k∆• = ℱks n p/ ∗ δ(n − τh ) ∗ h n + v n + i n m (9)

…IJ∆. K = IJ∆. K†‡ k−ˆ2‰JΔ. ‹h mHIJ∆. K + ŒIJ∆. K +
IJ∆. K
(10)

The channel ℎ(w) is modeled as a Rician fading
channel. The explicit propagation delay, encapsulated
explicitly by Ž(w − ‹h ), represents the source line of site
(LOS) separation from the observed signal. To properly
receive the signal and make a proper use of the Ricean
Model, the LOS is assumed to be 8dB greater than the
fading component. The Rician baseband equivalent signal
is:
(ˆ(2‰”•f–(—q )w) +∝™ ) + •
†‡ššššššš‘ššššššš’
h9 (t)
ℎ(w) = • T •
T ]=
T ]=
•[‘’
•[‘’
›
[

(4)
(5)

The selected resource elements of QRqrs IJ∆. K are
defined as QRqrs IJ∆. K. This corresponds to the nulls in the
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ℎ±9¬c±q z = (ℎ z + _S² z ) ∗ δ(n − τ)

where _S² z = ℎ z − ℎ†–w³†e z ∗ δ(n + τ)

Therefore, from Eq (11):
HIJ∆. K = •
Hhšš‘š
⨅kJ∆
. m + •[ ]= H9 IJ∆. K⨅kJ∆. m
š’
T
•šššššš‘šššššš’
“•X
=

(12)

0“•X

At the receiver, we receive a delayed Tx signal. In the
frequency domain the expectation would be the following:
…IJ∆. K ∶= IJ∆. K†‡ k−ˆ2‰JΔ. ‹h mHh +

Note that we define _S² as the error between the actual
Ricean channel and the estimated channel. It is expected
that a lower _S² permits us to more accurately eliminate the
ICI component from …IJ∆. K in the discrete frequency
domain. Error in the estimated channel _S² has the
following properties:

IJ∆. K†‡ k−ˆ2‰JΔ. ‹h m•
H IJ∆. K + ŒIJ∆. K +
[T ]= 9
•ššššššššššš‘ššššššššššš’
^Ÿ^

IJ∆. K

=

It can also be noted that Eq. (13) does not account for
finite bandwidth effect. For the following results we
approximate the channel by a discrete time process,
(w) ≜ ∑¡<=
c>h ℎc Žkw − ‹c (w)m band limited to bandwidth
¡¥¦

¢ and ℱksinc(¢w)m ⟹ ⨅(”) §¨© ⨅kJ∆. m.

Therefore,
ª(w) = k (w) ∗ –(w) +
Inserting (w), we arrive at:
¡<=
ª(w) = ∑c>h
ℎc ∑® –(‹)sinc

¯(w)

¬

¦/

h (w)m

∗ –«z•(¢w).

− ‹/59 − ‹cq (w)/59 " +

(14)

Converting Eq. (14) from time to discrete frequency, we
arrive at the frequency channel kJ∆. m . Separating into line
of site (LOS) and non-line of site (NLOS) components:
HIJ∆. K = •
HršIJ∆
. K⨅kJ∆
. m + •[ ]= H9 IJ∆. K⨅kJ∆. m (15)
ššš‘š
ššš’
T
•šššššš‘šššššš’
“•X
=

0“•X

Defining the LOS component via Hh ≜ H − °, The ICI
interference parameter is therefore
°IJ∆. K = •

=

[T ]=

-

(13)

We note that the baseband OFDM signal …IJ∆. K is
corrupted by an inter-carrier interference (ICI) signal due to
the non-line of site self-interference. We desire to cancel
this.

H9 IJ∆. K⨅kJ∆. m

(16)

At this point it can be noted that at the receiver we do
not have any information about the Ricean channel through
which the OFDM Symbols containing the Zadoff-Chu
sequence were transmitted. Due to this constraint, the
Ricean channel must be estimated at the receiver. We now
account for this. The sampled, estimated Ricean channel at
the receiver is modeled as:

(17)

-

The expected value of the error mean can be
defined as: bI_S² z K = 0 ”f´ ee z

The unit variance of the error can be defined as:
b _S² z _S² z ∗ = 1 ”f´ ee z

From the statement in Eq. (15) we can separate the line of
site (LOS) and non-line of site (NLOS) components in the
time domain as:
ℎ±9¬c±q z = ℎqr9 z ∗ δ(n − τ) + ℎ96µ¬ z ∗ δ(n − τ) +
_S² qr9 z ∗ δ(n − τ) + _S² 96µ¬ z ∗ δ(n − τ)
(18)
To properly use this estimated Ricean channel, we need to
proceed to convert this estimated channel from the time
domain to the frequency domain:
H±9¬c±q IJ∆. K = ℱ(ℎ±9¬c±q z )

(19)

The time domain Rician channel at the receiver is modeled
with a delay corresponding to δ(n − τ), the frequency
Rician channel needs to be inversely phase shifted where at
τh is the ideal to reach the closest estimate to H:
The actual Rician channel is
HIJ∆. K ≈ H±9¬c±q IJ∆. K†‡ kˆ2‰JΔ. ‹h m

(20)

The estimated Rician channel at the receiver is

² IJ∆. , ‹̂h K = H±9¬c±q IJ∆. K†‡ kˆ2‰JΔ. ‹̂h m
H

(21)

From Eq. (15) and Eq. (21) we can define:
² IJ∆. , ‹̂h K =
H

=
¸ršIJ∆
²
H
, ‹̂h K⨅kJ∆
. m + •[ ]= H9 IJ∆. , ‹̂ h K⨅kJ∆. m
•
ššš.š‘š
šššš’
T
•
ššššššš‘ššššššš’
“•X

(22)

0“•X

²hšIJ∆
HršIJ∆
H
, ‹h K⨅kJ∆
. K⨅kJ∆
.m
.m ≈ •
ššš.š‘š
šššš’
ššš‘š
ššš’
•
“•X

“•X

(23)

²9 IJ∆. , ‹h K⨅kJ∆. m ≈ •
H IJ∆. K⨅kJ∆. m (24)
•[ ]= H
[T ]= 9
T
•ššššššš‘ššššššš’
•šššššš‘šššššš’
=
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²h and H
²9 are the
The prior equation implies that at ‹h , H
closest approximate to Hr and H9 respectably. Therefore by
the definition of Eq. (16) the ICI component °IJ∆. K is
²9 approaches to ‹h .
maximally approached when H
From Eq. (16) and Eq. (24) we can define:
¹°IJ∆. , ‹h K ≈ °IJ∆. K

(25)

=
² IJ∆. , ‹̂h K⨅kJ∆. m
H
°¹IJ∆. , ‹̂h K = •
]= 9
[
T
•ššššššš‘ššššššš’

(26)

0“•X

One constraint that can affect the estimation performance
² ≈ H is our lack of information about timing. To properly
H
define the estimate, ‹̂h , we define the line of site (LOS)
signal nominally as k=8dB greater than non-line of site
(NLOS) scattering components of the Ricean Channel.
¸ when:
Therefore H ≈ H

²h ≈ H
²9 × 10(º/=h)
H

(27)

We now recover the baseband signal by eliminating the
non-line of site (NLOS) component from the received
signal:

»kJ∆. , ‹̂h m ≜ kHIJ∆. K IJ∆. K†‡ k−ˆ2‰JΔ. ‹h m⨅kJ∆. m −
°¹IJ∆. K†‡ k−ˆ2‰JΔ. ‹̂h m ¼ IJ∆. K⨅kJ∆. m + ŒIJ∆. K +
(28)
IJ∆. Km

After eliminating the non-line of site (NLOS) component
from the baseband signal we are left with the LOS
component left:
»kJ∆. m ≜ kHh IJ∆. K IJ∆. K†‡ k−ˆ2‰JΔ. ‹h m⨅kJ∆. m +
(29)
ŒIJ∆. K + IJ∆. Km

To eliminate the delay from the baseband signal we can
inverse phase shift Eq. (29) to determine ‹̂h :

»kJ∆. , ‹̂h m ≜
kHh IJ∆. K IJ∆. K†‡ k−ˆ2‰JΔ. ‹h m⨅kJ∆. m + ŒIJ∆. K +
IJ∆. Km†‡ kˆ2‰JΔ. ‹̂h m
(30)
»kJ∆. , ‹̂h m ≜ kHh IJ∆. K IJ∆. K⨅kJ∆. m + ŒIJ∆. K +
IJ∆. Km
(31)
‹r7¬

Á
½ ‡
<=
= ‹̂ ¾∑ Á I〈J〉0 ∆. K »kJ∆. , ‹̂h mÂ
h
R><

(32)

Eq. (31) represents the maximum likelihood delay estimate
of the MC-OFDM baseband signal. The residual error
between the optimum signal and the ideal LOS signal is

‹± ≜ ‹h − ‹̂r7¬ . Therefore, the result of the OFDM
correlation statistic at ‹̂h is the LOS channel coefficient.

3.2

Rician Multipath Fading Versus Cramer Rao
Bound Performance Analysis

The previously stated method allows us to optimally
define the delay ‹̂h between one reference or AdHoc node
to the target. In simulation we observed that a minimum of
7 nodes provides us with an acceptable estimate when
using the Cramer Rao Bound, but more reference nodes can
be used. Figure 1 illustrates a 5-node (eNB) system. Once
all the delay estimates ‹̂h have been calculated, we can
proceed to (X,Y) location of the target . The conversion
from range estimate to (X,Y) position is outlined in the
Appendix. The Euclidian error in meters between the target
ÃÄ and the target guess Ǟ is defined by:
Åc = |ÃÄ − Ǟ|

We now describe the Cramer Rao bound and (X,Y)
positioning. From [21], for the OFDM positional reference
symbol (PRS) γ, delay ‹h AWGN noise ¯(w), the receive
signal ª(w) can be written as
y(t) = sÉ (t − τh ) + v(t)
We note that
0/%<=
–` (w) = ∑Ê<=
`>h ∑R><0/%

(33)

(34)

H J ‡` J p(t − γLT9 )exp(ˆ2‰”R w − γLT9 )

(35)

The subcarrier frequency bin is k and sampling frequency
”9 . The system estimates ‹h from observations ª(w). Let us
define the Fourier transform of the noiseless received
signal as:
Ì (”, Í)

= ∑Ê<=
`>h ∑

Á

<=

R><

Á

(36)

H J ‡` J p(f − fR ) exp(−ˆ2‰”γLT9 ) exp(−ˆ2‰”‹h ) (37)

The Cramer Rao Bound is Î<Ï =,= where Î is the Fisher
information matrix, and Í = I‹h , ‡` J , H J K from [21]:
Î

Or,6r

× ÑXY∗ (.,Ò)

= † (Ð<×

The parameter Ø (”) =
the noise at each J.

ÑÓYÔ
r

=

XÕ (.)

ÑXY (.,Ò)
ÑÓÖÔ

³” , (38)

is the power spectral density of

4 Simulation Results
A model of the work described on this paper was
developed using Matlab. Three scenarios were tested to use
for comparison (1) AWGN, (2) AWGN and fading, and (3)
AWGN, fading and interference.
On all tests, a Zadoff-Chu sequence composed of
2048 elements was constructed. In tests b and c it is
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assumed that we can identify the Ricean’s channel LOS
component from the NLOS component. Also, the variance
of the channel estimate (_S² )% was varied for performance
comparison. A total of 35 target estimates were calculated
per test in Figures 4-8. All tests assumed single antenna
performance. Even at -15 dB SNIR (i.e. high interference),
Figure 8 indicates 1 meter accuracy in realistic channel
estimation.
Figure 6. (X,Y) position error in Fading at -15dB SNR as a
function of channel estimation error standard deviation.

Figure 1. Metropolitan Area System Framework
Delay
Timing

privacy
M Authent.

message

encrypt

Zadoff
Chu

Rician
s(t) Channel

s(n)

s(k)
S-P
IFFT

CP

Tx Power
Allocation

H

Rx

SNIR feedback channel

Figure 7. (X,Y) position error in Fading and interference at
at 15dB SNIR as a function of channel estimation error
standard deviation.

Figure 2. GPS Secure Model

LOS delay
IFFT,
CP

h[0]

h[n]
scatterer

FFT

v[n]

-

NLOS delay

Figure 3. Timing model in fading

Figure 8. (X,Y) position error in Fading and interference at
at -15dB SNIR as a function of channel estimation error
standard deviation.

5
Figure 4. (X,Y) position error in AWGN

Figure 5. (X,Y) position error in Fading at 15dB SNR as a
function of channel estimation error standard deviation.

Conclusions

The proposed GPS system introduces the concept of
using interference avoidance as a tool for dynamic
adaptation to adversarial jamming. The results are for
single antenna systems, but point to tremendous potential
gain for future multi-antenna configurations. We offer
innovative resource elements and power allocation in the
frequency domain at the transmitter using waterfilling. The
Zadoff-Chu sequence provides excellent correlation
properties even under low SNR/SNIR. The tests
demonstrated a distance error close to 1 cm at a SNR/SNIR
of 15dB. Furthermore, it can be observed that as the
estimated channel error _S² decreases, distance error from
the target Åc in meters, reduces even at a SNR/SNIR of 15dB. The wide range of applications of this system
includes the capability to thwart GPS spoofing and GPS
jamming.
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6

Appendix: 4G-PS: (X,Y) Spatial
Position Estimation Via 4G Mobiles

Let us define, •, as the speed of light and ”as the
frequency of the specific (multi-carrier) OFDM symbol.
The derivation proceeds as follows:

Define ÃÄ = ‡ + ˆª as the target and Ǟ = ‡™ + ˆª™ as the
target guess, leveraging the notation of ([49],[50]) we find
that
|´™ |% = |Ǟ™ − Ã|% = (‡™ − ‡)% + (ª™ − ª)%
|´™ |% = |Ǟ™ |% − 2‡™ ‡ − 2ª™ ª + ‡ % + ª %
(39)
h
´µ,Ù
≜ |´µ | − |´Ù |, ´µ,Ù ≜ |´µ | − |´Ù | + zµ,Ù
(40)
´™,h = |Ǟ™ − ÃÄ| − |Ǟh − ÃÄ| .
h
∴ |´™ |% = k´™,h
+ |´h | + z™,h m and

k´™,h m + 2´™,h |´h | + |´h
%

|%

+

%

(41)

%
kzšššššššš‘šššššššš’
™,h m + 2 z™,h k´™,h + |´h |m = |Ǟ™ | − 2‡™ ‡ − 2ª™ ª +
•
%

pÛ

‡ % + ª%
(42)
Where z ¦ is an (x,y) position noise that is induced from
observation range noise.
%

‡ % + ª % −2‡™ ‡ − 2ª™ ª = k´™,h m +
2´™,h |´h |+|´h |% −|Ǟ™ |% + z ¦

%

Üp6ÝrO Þ±.±O±p6±
“r6µ¬ßrp9

prß9±

w zu

6

%ç.

è w zu

^™I±P7kéI%ç.ê¬ë,ì
ä ]∠í(.)KmK
Þ±I±P7kéI%ç.ê¬ë,ì
ä ]∠í(.)KmK

^™I±P7kéI%ç.ê¬n,ì
ä ]∠í(.)KmK
Þ±I±P7kéI%ç.ê¬n,ì
ä ]∠í(.)KmK

From this, let us further define
ï≜
⋮
ò
ð I”(‡, ª, ‡™ , ª™ )|(Pë ,Ìë) K
òP

vî

òÌ

[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]

[10]

v−

[11]

[12]

(46)
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]

[18]
[19]

(49)

⋮
I”(‡, ª, ‡™ , ª™ )|(Pë ,Ìë ) Kó
(50)

ò

[3]

[9]

‡(w − ∆w) ↔ |»(”)|†‡ (ˆ 2‰”∆w + ∠»(”) ),
h
´™,h
=

[2]

(44)

We can now formally define the receiver measurement
metric plus noise as:
%
Γâ (r) ≜ k´™,h m + 2´™,h |´h |+|´h |% −|Ǟ™ |% + z ¦
(47)
Noting that the time difference of arrival, is Δw™,ãä − Δwh,ãä ,
we can relate to distance via
h
´™,h
= |Ǟ™ − Ã| − |Ǟh − Ã| = •kΔw™,ãä − Δwh,ãä m (48)
Noting the delay relationship
ℱ

[1]

(43)

Let us define
”(‡, ª, ‡™ , ª™ ) ≜ |Ǟ™ |% − 2‡™ ‡ − 2ª™ ª + ‡ % + ª % (45)
%
|´hšššš‘šššš’
|+|´h |% −|Ǟ™ |% +
+š
2´
”(‡, ª, ‡™ , ª™ ) = k´
™,h
™,h •
•š
ššmš‘š
šš’
z
à¦
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‡™<=
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™
™<=
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